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Highlights

•We proposed a new solution concept for Markov games, which allows us to characterize the trajectory
distribution induced by parameterized reward functions.

•We propose the first multi-agent MaxEnt IRL framework, which is effective and scalable to Markov games
with continuous state-action space and unknown dynamics.

•We employ maximum pseudolikelihood estimation and adversarial reward learning to achieve tractability.
•We demonstrate its effectiveness for recovering policies and rewards on cooperative and competitive tasks.

Imitation without Reward Learning
While learning reward functions can offer many advantages, imitation learning algorithms typically sidestep the
problem of interring an explicit representation for the underlying reward functions:
•Behavior cloning: supervised learning with expert data, i.e., maxπ EπE [

∑T
t=1 log π(at|s t)].

•Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (Ho and Ermon, 2016): state-action distribution (occupancy
measure) matching with generative adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014).

Single-Agent Inverse Reinforcement Learning
Basic principle: find a reward function rω that explains the expert behaviors. (ill-defined problem)
Maximum Entropy Inverse RL (MaxEnt IRL) (Ziebart et al., 2008) provides a general probabilistic framework
that solves the reward ambiguity problem:

pω(τ ) ∝
η(s1)

T∏
t=1

P(s t+1|s t, at)
 exp

 T∑
t=1

rω(s t, at)
 , max

ω
EπE [log pω(τ )] = Eτ∼πE

 T∑
t=1

rω(s t, at)
− log Zω

where Zω is the intractable partition function, i.e., an integral over all possible trajectories.
Adversarial Inverse RL (AIRL) (Fu et al., 2017) provides an efficient sampling-based approximation to MaxEnt
IRL, with a special parameterization for discriminator that allows us to extract reward functions at optimality:

Dω,φ(s, a, s ′) = exp(fω,φ(s, a, s ′))
exp(fω,φ(s, a, s ′)) + π(a|s), fω,φ(s, a, s

′) = rω(s, a) + γhφ(s ′)− hφ(s)

Under certain conditions, rω(s, a) is guaranteed to recover the ground-truth reward up to a constant.

Markov Games & Solution Concepts
Multi-agent extension of MDPs for N agents.
• s: state; ai : action for agent i ; a: actions for all agents; P(st+1|st, at): transition dynamics
•πi : policy for agent i ; πE : policy for experts; ri(s, a): reward function for agent i
Nash Equilibrium (NE) (Hu et al., 1998): no agent can achieve higher expected reward by unilaterally changing
its own policy, i.e., ∀i ∈ [1,N ],∀π̂i 6= πi ,Eπi ,π−i[ri] ≥ Eπ̂i ,π−i[ri].
Correlated Equilibrium (CE) (Aumann, 1974): a relaxation to NE, which allows extra coordination signals.

Incompatible with MaxEnt IRL: inverse rl methods based on NE or CE lack the ability to handle bounded
rational (or computationally bounded) experts.

Logistic Stochastic Best Response Equilibrium
For normal-form games, consider a Markov chain over (A1× · · · ×AN),
where the state of the Markov chain at step k is denoted by
z(k) = (z1, · · · , zN)(k), with each random variable z (k)

i taking values in Ai .
The transition kernel of the Markov chain is defined by:

z (k+1)
i ∼ Pi(ai|a−i = z(k)

−i ) = exp(λri(ai , z(k)
−i ))∑

a′i∈Ai exp(λri(a′i , z
(k)
−i ))

where λ > 0 controls the level of rationality.
As the Markov chain is ergodic, it admits a unique stationary distribution. Interpreting this stationary
distribution over (A1 × · · · × AN) as a policy, we call this stationary joint policy a logistic stochastic best
response equilibrium for normal-form games.

For Markov games, we generalize the above definition with a sequence of Markov chains and action value
functions (formally stated as Definition 2 in the paper).

Multi-Agent AIRL
By adopting LSBRE as the optimality notion, we are able to rationalize the demonstrations by maximizing the
likelihood of the expert trajectories w.r.t. the LSBRE stationary distribution, induced by some parameterized
reward functions rω:

arg maxω EπE [log p(τ ;ω)] = arg maxω EπE

 T∑
t=1

logπ(at|s t;ω)


Bridging the optimization of joint likelihood and conditional likelihood (Theorem 2): Let
demonstrations τ1, . . . , τM be i.i.d. (sampled from LSBRE induced by some unknown reward functions), and
suppose that ∀t ∈ [1, . . . ,T ], ati ∈ Ai , πt

i (ati |at−i , s t;ωi) is differentiable with respect to ωi . Then, with
probability tending to 1 as M →∞, the equation

∂

∂ω

M∑
m=1

T∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

log πt
i (a

m,t
i |a

m,t
−i , sm,t;ωi) = 0

has a root ω̂M such that ω̂M tends to be the maximizer of the joint likelihood.
With maximum pseudolikelihood estimation, we can tractably optimize the reward function within an
adversarial reward learning framework.

Experiments
Empirical evaluations in cooperative and competitive particle environments demonstrate that:
•Policies learned by MA-AIRL perform competitively with SOTA multi-agent imitation learning methods.
•Reward functions recovered by MA-AIRL are highly correlated with the ground-truth, in terms of Pearson’s
and Spearman’s correlation coefficient (measuring linear and ranking correlation respectively).


